
Explanation of  Cable
Work over a multiple of 7 stitches + 3
1st and 3rd row: *purl 3, knit 4*, repeat always 
from *to* and finish with purl 3
2nd row and all even numbered rows: work 
stitches as they are
5th row: *purl 3, cable 4 behind (=CB4 =slip  
next 2 stitches onto cable needle and leave at  
the back of work, knit 2 then knit 2 stitches  
from cable needle)*, purl 3
7th row: repeat from the 1st row

Explanation of  Wide Cable
Work over a multiple of 12 stitches
1st and 5th row: knit
2nd row and all even numbered rows: purl
3rd row: knit 4, cable 8 in front (=CF8 =slip next 4 
stitches onto cable needle and leave at front of work, 
knit 4, then knit stitches from cable needle), knit 4
7th row: cable 8 in front (=CF8 =slip next 4 stitches 
onto cable needle and leave at front of work, knit 4, 
then knit stitches from cable needle), knit 4
9th row: repeat from 1st row

Explanation of  Sieve Stitch
Work over a multiple of 2 stitches + 1

1st row: *knit 1, purl 1*, repeat always from *to*, 
finish with knit 1
2nd row: work stitches as they are
3rd and 4th row: knit
5th row: repeat from 1st row

Explanation of  Mistake Rib
Work over a multiple of 4 stitches
1st row: *knit 2, purl 1, knit 1*, repeat always form *to*
2nd row: *knit 3, purl 1*
3rd row: repeat from 1st row

Gauge: 10 cm (4 in) = 17 stitches in garter stitch

Yarn: DAHÚ col. 6012 pearl, col. 8701 green.
DAHÚ’ FANCY col. 369 e 8008

The Dahù e Dahù fancy yarn  
are worked doubled, even with mixed 
colors at the some time. 
Needles: n. 4.5 and n. 5

Weight: 480 g/16.90 oz  (3 balls of each color)  
Tg. 42

Stitches used: 1X1 Rib, Garter Stitch, Cable, 
Wide Cable, Sieve Stitch, Mistake Rib

Dahù and Dahù Fancy make this garment  
original and funny by a game of  colors and stitches, 
blended and doubled to reach new and unique  
chromatic combinations. 
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Size 42: for each bigger or smaller size calculate in width 2 cm  
(0.75 in) more or less, in our gauge it corresponds to 2 stitches; 
calculate in height 2 cm (0.75 in) more or less, in our gauge  
it corresponds to 4 rows. 

Knitting the back:
Using the n. 4.5 needles and contrast color yarn, cast on 94 stitches,  
and knit one row (at the end of work this row will be undone), with the Dahù 
col. 6012 pearl and Dahù Fancy col. 8008 color yarn work 4 rows in tubular 
stitch, then 10 rows in 1x1 Rib. Using n. 5 needles and Dahù col. 6012 pearl 
and Dahù Fancy col. 369 work cable for 12 rows. Now with n. 4.5 needles 
and Dahù Fancy col. 369 and Dahù col. 8701 green, work in 1x1 Rib for 10 
rows, then in Garter Stitch for 8 rows with double Dahù col. 8701 green.  
Then using n. 5 needles and Dahù col. 8701 green and Dahù Fancy col. 8008,  
work in Cable for 12 rows, change colors to Dahù col. 6012 pearl and Dahù 
Fancy col. 8008, keep working in Cable for another 12 rows. Then work  
in Wide Cable for 16 rows. Continue work with n. 4.5 needles and Dahù Fancy 
col. 8008 in Garter Stitch for 10 rows. Work in Sieve Stitch and increase 
one on the first row, with Dahù Fancy col. 8008 and Dahù col. 6012 pearl,  
for 12 rows. Then using n. 5 needles and Dahù col. 6012 pearl and Dahù Fancy 
col. 369, work in Cable for 12 rows. Using n. 4.5 needles and Dahù Fancy 
col. 369 and Dahù col. 8701 green, continue in Mistake Rib for 24 rows. Decrease for the shoulders, bind off at both sides  
5 stitches once, then 4 stitches once, then 0 (work with same number of stitches), then 4 stitches 4 times. Leave suspended 
remaining 44 stitches in the middle for the neckline.

Knitting the front 
Work as for the back until 48 cm (19 in) in height (concluded 8 rows in mistake rib with pearl and green yarn). At this point, for 
the neckline, bind off 12 central stitches and continue binding off 2 stitches every 2 rows 8 times. Simultaneously, decrease 
at the shoulders same as for the back.

Knitting the sleeves
Using n. 4.5 needles and contrast color yarn, cast on 40 stitches, knit 1 row (at the end of the work this row will be undone), 
with Dahù col. 6012 pearl and Dahù Fancy col. 8008, work in tubular stitch for 4 rows and then in 1x1 Rib for 10 rows.  
Then using n. 5 needles and Dahù col. 6012 pearl and Dahù Fancy col. 369, work in Cable for 12 rows. Now using 
n. 4.5 needles and Dahù Fancy col. 369 pearl and Dahù col. 8701 green, work in 1x1 Rib for 10 rows, increasing 1 stitch 
for side. Continue with double Dahù col. 8701 green in Garter Stitch for 8 rows. Then using n. 5 needles and Dahù col. 
8701 green and Dahù Fancy col. 8008, work in Cable for 18 rows, increasing at both edges 1 stitch every 2 rows twice. 
Change color to Dahù col. 6012 pearl and Dahù Fancy col. 369, work in Cable for 18 rows, increasing at edges 1 stitch every 
2 rows twice. Continue in Garter Stitch using n. 4.5 needles and Dahù Fancy col. 8008 for 16 rows, increasing 5 stitches  

on the 1st row. Work in Sieve Stitch with Dahù Fancy col. 8008 and Dahù col. 6012 pearl  
for 12 rows, increasing on the edges 1 stitch 3 times. At the 12th row increase 1 stitch  
and cast on 62 stitches. Then using n. 5 needles, Dahù col. 6012 pearl and Dahù Fancy 
col. 369, work in Cable for 12 rows, increasing at both sides 1 stitch twice. Continue 
with n. 4.5 needles and Dahù Fancy col. 369 and Dahù col. 8701 green, in Mistake Rib  
for 16 rows, increasing at sides 1 stitch twice. At the total height of 55 cm (21.6 in), bind  
off all the stitches. Make the other sleeve as the first one.

Finishing
Sew the shoulder seams, sew up the side and sleeve seams and sew in sleeves. Using 
a circular needle n. 5, pick up 54 stitches of the neckline in front and 44 stitches of  
the neckline in the back, work in 1x1 Rib with double yarn Dahù col. 8701 green,  
for 7 rounds. Bind off.
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